BOOK   THREE
WORK
THE FIELD
Midsummer sun floods the field of smoothly rippling grain. The swath
of yellow stubble left by the rounds of the gay reaper shows faint under-
tone of living green. The gaily painted reaper, pulled by three white
horses, cuts its way around round after round.
The stubble is interlined by the big wheel of the reaper as it is also
patterned by grain-shocks. Adolph in a bright blue shirt is setting up the
shocks. The bundles—six of them—he stands butt-end down firmly on the
stubble and caps them by putting two bundles crosswise on the top.
The entire field is becoming a linear pattern of Work.
Coming along after the noisy red, blue, green, yellow and white man-
toy—jerkily sweeping the grain into regular piles on the stubble—are four
more men, each binding the bundles raked oft7 on his side of the square of
still standing grain. Each must finish binding his side of the square, his
station, before the reaper comes around again or he falls hopelessly behind.
Rhythm is regular and patterned order is everywhere established in this
work of the harvest.
After the stooping and rising men comes a bareheaded boy running
barefoot to and fro in the stubble picking up the bundles. He gathers eight
together in a pile. The shocker, coming along behind, grasps the bundles
two at a time, standing all eight up together.
The twelve-year-old, brown as a walnut, sits down on a bundle in the
hot blaze of sun.
Nearby in the shadow of a shock is a brown stone jug filled with spring
water. He goes to the jug, uncorks the nozzle, slips two fingers through
the stone handle. He manages to lift the jug, letting it drop over on to his
forearm as he has seen the men do. Head thrown back he takes a thirsty
pull, water gurgling from the jug down his young throat, wipes the sweat
from his tanned face and water from his chin with the blue gingham
sleeve on his forearm. Head up, he listens a moment.
The Meadow Lark!
Looks down at his bleeding fingers, nails worn to the quick by the too
many straw bands already to his credit. Then, to carry on, he gets up and
picks up the bundle on which he had been sitting. From the butt-end of
the bundle a rattler unwittingly bound into the sheaf a few moments be-
fore by one of the binders and tossed aside, slips to the ground.
Smoothly, the snake swiftly coils in the stubble and—tail upended—
rattles, darting a forked tongue—narrow hostile eyes gleaming.
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